Date. 21/05/2021

Bid Bulletin No 5
Supply and Delivery of 10 Modular Clinics and 2 Trucks.
IFB No: 2021/MED/06/MC
Question 1:
In the technical specifications page 25 par. Windows: “Only on the end wall of the extendable
part. All doors and windows must be made of strong and high-quality aluminum frame.
Windows, exterior walls and doors should only be double glazed. All windows at each end of
every extendable section should be 40 cm from the floor and 50 cm wide, and 40 cm apart from
each window. Front: in the small cabin, 2 windows 25 cm from the outer edge and 120 cm high,
while in the larger front cabin, one window in each cabin, 15 cm from the outer edge. Rear: in
both cabins’ windows 96 cm away from the edges, height 141 cm. All windows should be
covered with film so that there is visibility to the outside, but not from the outside to the
inside”.
I.

"All windows at each end of every extendable section should be 40 cm from the floor":
Is this correct? Because a height of 40cm from the floor does not seem the right
number and causes problems on positioning inner equipment. Could it be
~140cm?
II. "Front: in the small cabin, 2 windows 25 cm from the outer edge and 120 cm high, while
in the larger front cabin, one window in each cabin, 15 cm from the outer edge":
Please specify, which is the front small cabin and the front larger cabin.
III. " Rear: in both cabins windows": please specify which parts are called rear cabins.
IV. Also, there is an X-RAY room, where windows cannot be placed by default, and other
parts (WC, shower) where those rules for the windows cannot be applied exactly.
What is the degree of freedom - flexibility for the windows?
Answer 1:
I. Yes, the windows at each end of every extendable section could be 140 cm from the
floor.
II. The small cabin is the reception office and the larger scale is the admin office.
III. The observation and examination room.
IV. There will be no window.

Question 2:
In the technical specifications par. One day clinic-4 beds: Are there any specifications for this
particular room? Should this room also have cupboards and benches?
Answer 2:
The room should have Cupboards, not benches.

Question 3:
In the technical specifications par. Extendable parts: The mentioned limits are 11m and 10.5m
for the extendable parts. Could we deviate from these numbers? Would it be ok to go for
example: 10.4m or 11.1m?
Answer 3:
Limits of 10.4m or 11.1m will be deemed to be accepted.

Question 4:
Should the mobile polyclinic have a separate clothes changing/locker room? Or is this room not
required?
Answer 4:
A separate clothes changing/locker room is not required.

Question 5:
Are there any specifications for the technical room? Does this room need to have a separate
entrance door, or it is possible to be accessed only through the administration room?

Answer 5:
The technical room will be located οn the back side of the trailer and should have a separate
entrance. In the said room it will be included the needed technical equipment which have been
already described.

Question 6:
In relation to Question 10 in Bid Bulletin No 3 IFB No.: 2021/MED/06/MC, dated 12/05/2021,
regarding exemption letters, kindly, confirm if the relevant VAT exemption protocols will be
issued under any circumstance or not. Furthermore, would that VAT exemption apply to local
supplies from local providers, made in Greece territory?
Answer 6:
The relevant VAT exemption protocols will be issued after the final delivery of the clinics and
trucks to the designated locations. The protocols will be issued by the respective Greek
Authorities and in turn IOM will submit them to the vendor.

